Visit us @ wowcuti.my

2D1N KUALA
2D1N SELANGOR
KUALA SELANGOR
+ SEKINCHAN
+ SEKINCHAN
Ex PEN
Minimum 10pax
RM 460/pax
Inclusion:
1 nights 3* accommodation
meals and tours per itinerary (lunch x 2, dinner x 1)
private air-conditioned vehicle with local Chinese/English speaking
guide during tour
ticket for train to bukit melawati
boat trip
Exclusion:
Inclusion:
Depart at 5am from Penang
Extra meals
1 nights 3* accommodation
Arrival to Ipoh for breakfast about 8am
travel insurance
meals and tours per itinerary (lunch x 2, dinner x 1)
Visit to Sri Shakti Temple, the temple took 4 hours to complete and spent
about RM12 millions, skills craftman were brought from India, finally comoptional entrance tickets not mentioned
private air-conditioned vehicle with local Chinese/English speaking
pleted at 2013.
hotel minibar
guide
during tour
Lunch in kuala selangor.
Day 1 Departure - Ipoh - Kuala Selangor (L/D)

Proceed to Bukit Melawati - Bukit Melawati is a popular tourist attraction.
The hill overlooks the Strait of Malacca and has a lighthouse as well as the
remains of the Kota Melawati fort.

personal
(laundry/phone/fax
at hotel)
ticket
forexpenses
train to bukit
melawati
extratrip
vehicle rental
boat

Eagle watching and boat trip
We will proceed to check in at the hotel
Dinner sea foods
Firefly and blue tear boat trip
Day 2 Kuala Selangor - Sekinchan - Penang (L)

Exclusion:
***** Term & Condition apply *****
Extra meals
travel insurance

Breakfast at local places

optional
entrance
mentioned

Proceed to sky mirror & FREE ATV for 10min

hotel minibar

Transfer back to hotel for shower and check out.

personal expenses (laundry/phone/fax at hotel)

Proceed to Sekinchan “village of fish and rice”
Visit to Sekinchan rice factory - you can understand the rice processes.

tickets

not

extra vehicle rental

Visit to Pantai Redang and wishing tree.
If time permiteed, can drop by stall fresh sea foods selling.

***** Term & Condition apply *****

GOLDEN WORLD TRAVEL &
CS YEAP TRAVEL & TOURS
TOURS SDN BHD (KPK/LN 7517) SDN. BHD (KPK/LN 5721)
TRAVELSMART VACATION SDN. BHD
(KPK/LN 8029)
+6010-382 7086

TOP LEISURE SDN. BHD
(KPK/LN 9359)

HOYE HOLIDAYS SDN BHD
(KPK/LN 5219)
+6017-491 9621

